Velocity Field around a Rigid Flapping Wing with a Winglet in Quiescent Water
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Abstract

This study investigated the effect of a winglet on the velocity field around a rigid flapping wing. Two-dimensional particle image velocimetry was used to capture the velocity field of asymmetric one-degree-of-freedom flapping motion. A comparison was conducted between wings with and without a winglet at two flapping frequencies, namely 1.5 and 2.0 Hz. The effect of the winglet on the velocity field was determined by systematically comparing the velocity fields for several wing phase angles during the downstroke and upstroke. The presence of a winglet considerably affected the flow field around the wingtip, residual flow, and added mass interaction. The added mass was lower and residual flow was weaker for the wings with a winglet than for the wings without a winglet. The added mass and velocity magnitudes of the flow field increased proportionally with the flapping frequency.
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1. Introduction

Winglets are employed in modern aircraft for improving aerodynamic performance. Winglets were first proposed by Whitcomb in the 1970s for improving the aerodynamic efficiency by reducing the drag induced [1-2]. Many studies have reported the advantages of different winglet sizes and shapes, especially multiwinglets [3-7]. The winglet concept is based on birds’ feathers. Birds such as eagles, hawks, condors, vultures, and ospreys have feathers on their wings [8], which orient them horizontally and vertically in flight to form slotted tips for reducing the induced drag [9]. Winglets attached to wingtips are widely used in commercial and transport aircraft.

In addition to numerous fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft, micro air vehicles (MAVs) have been extensively developed in the last two decades. The flapping-wing MAV (FWMAV) design is gaining popularity due to its many advantages. Natural flyers have various desirable features, such as high maneuverability and perching and hovering capabilities. These features are difficult to achieve in fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft. However, they can be easily achieved in FWMAVs. Thus, FWMAVs are effective for surveillance and reconnaissance missions. FWMAV development has accelerated considerably during the last two decades, and many new technologies have been incorporated into FWMAV design. Similar vehicles used in water-based applications are called micro underwater vehicles. The unsteady flow field around the flapping wings and its effect on the configuration fluid dynamics are not well understood. Detailed understanding of the flow field is essential for improving the efficiency of small-scale flapping-wing vehicles and thus maximizing their endurance.
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Qualitative information on the flow field around the flapping wing of insects and mechanical flyers has been reported in [10-13] from studies conducting smoke flow visualization and particle image velocimetry (PIV) studies. Although natural flyers often exhibit flapping motion with multiple degrees of freedom, most studies have focused on one-degree-of-freedom flapping motion. In [14-16], the one-degree-of-freedom flapping motion, force and moments associated with different flapping frequencies, and wing aspect ratios were investigated. Studies should be conducted on simple configurations to obtain a fundamental understanding of complex flow.

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, the flow field around a flapping wing with a winglet has not yet been investigated. The present study compared the velocity fields generated by rigid flapping wings with and without a winglet. The motivation of using winglets in a flapping motion was to recreate the motion of natural flyers (with feathers). The advantages associated with winglets have been proven for fixed-wing configurations. The experiments conducted in this study involved one-degree-of-freedom flapping motion that was achieved using a four-bar mechanism. The flapping mechanism was identical to that used in Goli et al. [13]. The velocity field was obtained using two-dimensional PIV measurements. A square planform wing (AR = 1.0) with and without a winglet was studied at two flapping frequencies ($f = 1.5$ and $2.0$ Hz). PIV measurements were made to capture the velocity field in the mid-chord plane of the flapping wing.

2. Experimental System

Fig. 1 Schematic of the flapping motion of a rigid wing

(a) Flapping motion
(b) Wing with a winglet (unit: mm)

Fig. 2 Schematic of the experimental setup

(a) Parts of the experimental system
(b) Dimensions of the experimental tank and flapping mechanism
Details regarding the flapping mechanism, water tank, fabrication materials, PIV measurements, and experimental procedure are presented in the papers of Goli et al. [17-19]. An overview of the experimental system is presented in the following. In this study, a one-degree-of-freedom flapping motion [Fig. 1(a)] was achieved using a four-bar mechanism (see [13] for dimensions). The wings had a thickness of 1.5 mm and were made of Perspex acrylic. A schematic of a wing with a winglet is displayed in Fig. 1(b). Experiments were conducted in a water tank in which the flapping mechanism was fully immersed, as displayed in Fig. 2. PIV measurements were performed by illuminating the mid-chord of the wing to capture details of the flow field along the wing span direction. The wing dimensions and operating conditions are presented in Table 1.

Table 1 Wing dimensions and operating conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Span (mm)</th>
<th>Chord (mm)</th>
<th>Thickness (mm)</th>
<th>AR</th>
<th>f (Hz)</th>
<th>Winglet attached</th>
<th>$\phi_1$ (degree)</th>
<th>$\phi_2$ (degree)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I-W</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>59.5</td>
<td>-14.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>59.5</td>
<td>-14.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II-W</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>59.5</td>
<td>-14.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>59.5</td>
<td>-14.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Comparison of the velocity fields for wings with and without a winglet at $f = 1.5\ Hz$ (cases I-W and I)

Figs. 3 and 4 display the velocity fields during the downstroke and upstroke of the flapping cycle, respectively, for the two cases at $f = 1.5\ Hz$. The parameter $\phi$ represents the flapping angle [Fig. 1(a) and Table 1], whereas $\phi^*$ represents the normalized flapping angle. The parameter $\phi^*$ varies from 0 to 1 from the beginning to the end of each stroke. The values of the flapping angle $\phi$ and normalized flapping angle $\phi^*$ are illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4. The downward and upward arrows in the top right corner of the aforementioned figures indicate downstroke and upstroke, respectively.

In a quiescent fluid, wing flaps do not exhibit cross-flow perpendicular to the PIV image plane. Thus, the vortices and shear produced by the wing are not convected downstream but reside in the region in which the wing flaps. Such reminiscent features form residual flow in the wake of the wing. For example, a wing that executes a downstroke encounters the residual or wake flow formed during the previous upstroke. During an upstroke, the wing encounters the residual or wake flow from the previous downstroke. When a wing flaps through residual or wake flow, the following events occur simultaneously:

(i) The wing recovers energy from energetic structures in the wake flow. This event is termed the wake capture mechanism.

(ii) The wing modifies existing flow structures through strain, rotation, and displacement effects. This process is repeated during wing flapping.

An accelerating or decelerating wing must move some volume of the surrounding fluid with it as it moves. The mass of this dragged fluid is called the added mass, which can be substantial when the wing moves through a heavy fluid. Consequently, a large force must be exerted on the wing to move this additional mass along with the wing mass. The added mass always opposes the accelerating or decelerating motion of the wing.

For both cases illustrated in Fig. 3, a fluid jet was observed at the lower side of the wing that moved in a nearly upward direction at the beginning of the downstroke ($\phi = 58.50^\circ$). When a winglet was used, the residual flow was localized and concentrated below the wing. When no winglet was used, the residual flow was more spread out and angled outward. The residual flow occupied approximately the unit span length for the winglet case and twice the unit span length for the no winglet case. A wingtip vortex formed when no winglet was used but not when a winglet was used.

From $\phi = 58.50^\circ$ to $\phi = 53.50^\circ$, the wing traveled through the wake, and the fluid jet continued to move in a nearly vertical direction in both cases. The passage of the wing through the residual flow led to wake capture. No clear wingtip vortex was formed in the winglet case, whereas a clear wingtip vortex was formed in the no winglet case. The wing dragged the fluid on its
upper surface due to suction. The width of the residual flow was lower in both cases. Specifically, the width of the residual flow was less than the unit span length for the winglet case and less than twice the unit span length for the no winglet case.

When $\phi$ was changed from 53.50° to 47.50°, the wingtip vortex became visible for the winglet case. In the winglet case, the wingtip vortex emerged from the tip of the winglet. In both cases, the residual flow weakened, moved along the vertical direction, and escaped around the wingtip. Moreover, the strength of the added mass gradually increased around the upper surface of the wing due to the suction induced by the wing movement.

When $\phi$ was 39.50°, the residual flow of the winglet case nearly crossed the lower surface and moved past the wingtip along the vertical direction. In the no winglet case, the residual flow crossed the wingtip, moved vertically with a component directed toward the right, and remained widely spread.

![Fig. 3 Velocity field for cases I-W and I (with and without a winglet, respectively) when $f=1.5$ Hz during the downstroke](image)
The extent of interaction between the residual flow and added mass was influenced strongly by the wingtip geometry. From the beginning of the downstroke, the residual flow was dispersed widely in the no winglet case. The wingtip vortex was detached and located at a distance of approximately one wingspan from the wingtip when $\phi = 44.50^\circ$. The added mass and residual flow without any hindrance through the gap located between the detached wingtip vortex and the wingtip. The movement of the added mass toward the wingtip diverted the residual flow; thus, the added mass moved vertically with a component directed toward the right. In the winglet case, the added mass stagnated at the inner corner of the winglet. Consequently, a portion of the added mass could not mix with the residual flow.

The added mass above the winglet tip crossed over and joined the residual flow, and the resultant mass moved vertically upward after turning around the outer corner of the wingtip. The impeded interaction between the added mass and residual flow led to a nearly vertical upward-moving residual flow, which was dispersed to a small extent. Thus, in both the cases, the interaction between the added mass formed above the upper surface of the wing and the residual flow below the lower surface of the wing reoriented the wing tip flow. The presence or absence of a winglet considerably affected the flow field around the wingtip, residual flow, and added mass interaction.

In the winglet case, when $\phi$ was 58.50°–36.50°, a weak wingtip vortex was formed. This vortex almost maintained its original spatial location with respect to the tip of the winglet. The wingtip flow moved further upward along the outer surface of the winglet. It could not curl around the wingtip because of the presence of the winglet. The wingtip flow energized the shear layer originating from the tip of the winglet and the weak wingtip vortex. These flow features were distinct from those in the no winglet case.

In the winglet case, when $\phi = 22.50^\circ$, the wingtip vortex was almost completely absent; however, the strength of the shear layer was maintained. The shear layer acted as a barrier between the added mass flow on its inner side above the upper surface of the wing and the wingtip on its outer side. The added mass and wingtip flow moved almost tangentially to the shear layer but had enhanced shear in opposite directions. The presence of the shear layer resulted in less entrainment and mass transfer between the wingtip flow and added mass region. Consequently, the added mass grew to a limited extent in the winglet case. Thus, a strong residual flow led to a strong wingtip flow that considerably influenced the added mass.
When $\phi$ was 22.50°, the residual flow was weak in the winglet and no winglet cases. Thus, wake capture can be considered to end at $\phi = 22.50°$. In the winglet case, the interaction between the residual flow and added mass became weaker at angles beyond this angle.

When $\phi$ was 7.50°, no interaction was observed between the residual flow and freshly generated added mass in either case. The added mass in the winglet case was less than that in the no winglet case. From $\phi = 7.50°$ to the end of the stroke at $\phi = −14.50°$, the velocity magnitude in the added mass region increased in both the cases. Pockets were found in the added mass region in which flow curled in the opposite direction due to KH instability.

A weaker wingtip vortex was formed in the winglet case than in the no winglet case. A strong wingtip vortex consumes considerable energy. If this energy cannot be recovered, the energy lost that must be compensated for through high-energy input from the flapping mechanism. The wingtip vortex is expected to produce a large force on the wing, which improves the wing’s lifting capability. However, the aforementioned force can also increase the power consumption. These factors could be the reasons why natural flyers have winglets in the form of feathers in the outboard section of their wings.

Fig. 4 Velocity fields for cases I-W and I (with and without a winglet, respectively) when $f = 1.5$ Hz during the upstroke
The wingtip vortex continued to grow in both cases. The residual flow decreased in both cases and was located near the wingtip. However, the interaction between the residual flow and wingtip vortex was different in the two cases. In the winglet case, the residual flow was smooth and nearly horizontal because the wingtip vortex was distinct, large, and attached to the wingtip. In the no winglet case, the residual flow curled and acquired a counter-rotating nature because the wingtip vortex was small, was marginally detached, and provided a path for fluid to pass through and interact with the residual flow in the wing region. The residual flow continued to be strong in the no winglet case. In both cases, the wing continued to travel through its wake.
When $\phi = -0.50^\circ$, the wingtip vortex in the winglet case had appearance similar to an inverted six, was large, and was located close to the wingtip. In the no winglet case, the wingtip vortex moved away from the wingtip. The formed wingtip vortex cores were nearly stationary in the winglet case. By contrast, in the no winglet case, the wingtip vortex was shifted along the $x$-axis away from the wingtip. The wing traveled through its wake in both cases. The residual flow in the winglet case was considerably weaker than that in the no winglet case.

The amount of added mass formed due to suction increased in both cases. The added mass in the winglet case was less than that in the no winglet case. During the upstroke, an anchored wingtip vortex played an active role in creating a barrier that restricted the movement of the added mass. A similar phenomenon was observed during the downstroke. The residual flow curled around the wingtip, moved downward along the outer surface of the winglet, and energized the shear layer originating from the wingtip.

When $\phi = 0.50^\circ$, the wingtip vortex was distorted in both cases due to the shear interaction of the residual flow. The location of the core of the wingtip vortex with respect to the wingtip was almost unchanged in the winglet case, and the wingtip vortex continued to grow close to the wingtip. In the no winglet case, the wingtip vortex moved along the $x$-direction away from the wingtip. The wing continued to travel in its wake. The residual flow in the winglet case was weaker than that in the no winglet case.

When $\phi = 13.50^\circ$, the wingtip vortex in the winglet case appeared to be stretched similarly to a rubber band and acted as a barrier between the residual flow and added mass, which moved in opposite directions. During the upstroke, the opposite-movement adjacent regions of the flow field energized the shear layer. A similar phenomenon was observed during the downstroke. The barrier effect restricted the movement of the added mass. In the no winglet case, the wingtip vortex was distorted and moved far away from the wingtip. Thus, the added mass in the no winglet case increased, because the suction effect of the moving wing resulted in additional fluid being dragged toward the lower surface of the wing due to entrainment. Residual flow still existed in both cases, and its strength was lower in the winglet case than in the no winglet case. In both cases, the effect of the wake was weakened.

When $\phi = 21.50^\circ$, the added mass increased further in both cases. The added mass was considerably lower in the winglet case than in the no winglet case due to the barrier effect. Weak residual flow existed far away from the wing. In both cases, the wing did not pass through its wake. This condition was considered the end of wake capture.

When $\phi = 27.50^\circ$, the added mass in the winglet case was concentrated below the wing due to the barrier effect of the shear layer. In the no winglet case, the added mass bifurcated and moved toward the residual flow located away from the wing surface.

When $\phi = 46.50^\circ$, the width of the added mass increased in the winglet case. Moreover, the shear layer barrier vanished. Therefore, the added mass had the freedom to move out from the wingtip circumference or wing-sweeping region. In the no winglet case, the width of the added mass increased and it moved out of the wing-sweeping region. No residual flow existed in the winglet case. In the no winglet case, weak residual flow existed far away from the wing and had no influence on the wing and added mass.

From $\phi = 46.50^\circ$ to the end of the stroke at $\phi = 59.50^\circ$, the added mass increased and moved vertically in both cases. The added mass was concentrated below the wing in the winglet case but widely spread in the no winglet case.

### 3.2. Effect of flapping frequency

The flow field characteristics for cases I-W and I were compared with those for cases II-W and II to determine the effect of flapping frequency on the flow field characteristics.
The velocity fields of wings with and without a winglet were compared at two flapping frequencies. The results indicated that the flow features were predominantly similar in the different cases, as discussed in Section 3.1. The added mass and velocity magnitude increased with the flapping frequency. Figs. 5 and 6 depict the velocity fields at the beginning of the downstroke and upstroke, respectively, when \( f = 1.5 \) and \( 2.0 \) Hz. The detailed flow field features at discrete flapping angles corresponding to cases II-W and II are not presented here for brevity.

**Fig. 5** Comparison of the velocity fields in different cases at the beginning of the downstroke (\( \phi = 58.50^\circ \))

**Fig. 6** Comparison of the velocity field in different cases at the beginning of the upstroke (\( \phi = -13.50^\circ \))

4. Conclusions

Goli et al. described the generic flow field behavior around a rigid flapping wing without a winglet [17-19]. The present study compared the velocity fields of wings with and without a winglet. The effect of the winglet on the velocity field was determined by systematically comparing the velocity fields for several wing phase angles during the downstroke and upstroke.

The effects of the winglet on the velocity field can be summarized as follows:

1. In the winglet case, the wingtip vortex did not form clearly at the beginning of the downstroke. A weak wingtip vortex formed later in the stroke and appeared to remain anchored to the tip of the winglet. A strong shear layer formed at the tip of the winglet. In the no winglet case, the wingtip vortex formed at the beginning of the downstroke and remained distinct and strong. It detached from the wingtip and created a wide passage for interaction between the added mass and residual flow. During the upstroke, the wingtip vortex was well defined in both cases. In the winglet case, the wingtip vortex remained close to the wing, whereas in the no winglet case, the wingtip vortex detached early and moved far away from the wing.

2. The added mass was less in the winglet case than in the no winglet case. This result was obtained because the shear layer originating from the tip of the winglet during the downstroke and the wingtip corner during the upstroke reduced entrainment. The reduction in the entrainment impeded the growth of the added mass.

3. At the beginning of the downstroke, the residual flow in the winglet case was spread close to the wingtip over a distance of approximately one unit span length at the level of the wingtip. In the no winglet case, the residual flow was spread over
twice the wingspan with an angular orientation of approximately 20° downward relative to the wingtip level. The residual flow was nearly horizontal at the beginning of the upstroke in both cases. The residual flow in the winglet case was weaker than that in the no winglet case due to the lower added mass formed in the previous downstroke in the winglet case.

(4) The added mass and velocity magnitude of the flow field increased with an increase in the flapping frequency. Overall, the flow features at the two considered frequencies were predominantly similar.

The velocity field has a major effect on wing performance. This behavior must be studied in detail when designing air vehicles. The evolution of vortex structures during wing stroke, kinetic energy variation, added mass, force or torque, strain, rotation and displacement effects, and wing performance will be investigated in a future study to comprehensively determine the effects of a winglet on wing performance.
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